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Abstract

Objectives: To conduct an updated, systematic review of the clinical literature, classify studies based on the strength of research design, and

derive consensual, evidence-based clinical recommendations for cognitive rehabilitation of people with traumatic brain injury (TBI) or stroke.

Data Sources: Online PubMed and print journal searches identified citations for 250 articles published from 2009 through 2014.

Study Selection: Selected for inclusion were 186 articles after initial screening. Fifty articles were initially excluded (24 focusing on patients

without neurologic diagnoses, pediatric patients, or other patients with neurologic diagnoses, 10 noncognitive interventions, 13 descriptive

protocols or studies, 3 nontreatment studies). Fifteen articles were excluded after complete review (1 other neurologic diagnosis, 2 nontreatment

studies, 1 qualitative study, 4 descriptive articles, 7 secondary analyses). 121 studies were fully reviewed.

Data Extraction: Articleswere reviewed by theCognitiveRehabilitationTask Force (CRTF)members according to specific criteria for study design and

quality, and classified as providing class I, class II, or class III evidence. Articles were assigned to 1 of 6 possible categories (based on interventions for

attention, vision and neglect, language and communication skills, memory, executive function, or comprehensive-integrated interventions).

Data Synthesis: Of 121 studies, 41 were rated as class I, 3 as class Ia, 14 as class II, and 63 as class III. Recommendations were derived by CRTF

consensus from the relative strengths of the evidence, based on the decision rules applied in prior reviews.

Conclusions: CRTF has now evaluated 491 articles (109 class I or Ia, 68 class II, and 314 class III) and makes 29 recommendations for evidence-based

practice of cognitive rehabilitation (9 Practice Standards, 9 Practice Guidelines, 11 Practice Options). Evidence supports Practice Standards for (1)

attention deficits after TBI or stroke; (2) visual scanning for neglect after right-hemisphere stroke; (3) compensatory strategies for mild memory deficits;

(4) languagedeficits after left-hemisphere stroke; (5) social-communication deficits after TBI; (6)metacognitive strategy training for deficits in executive

functioning; and (7) comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation to reduce cognitive and functional disability after TBI or stroke.
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The Cognitive Rehabilitation Task Force (CRTF) of the American
Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, Brain Injury Special Interest
Group, has previously published 3systematic reviews of cognitive
rehabilitation after traumatic brain injury (TBI) or stroke.1-3 Our
intent has been to summarize the existing literature in order to
provide evidence-based recommendations for the clinical practice
of cognitive rehabilitation. We have consistently attempted to base
our recommendations on the best available scientific evidence, to
be applied in conjunction with clinical judgment and patients’
preferences and values. Since our initial efforts, there has been a
proliferation of reviews of the literature regarding the effective-
ness of cognitive rehabilitation. Some of these reviews have
maintained a pragmatic, clinical focus while others have empha-
sized the methodologic rigor of studies and often reached the
conclusion that there is insufficient evidence to guide clinical
practice. This represents a form of therapeutic nihilism that ig-
nores a basic tenet of evidence-based practice: to utilize the best
available scientific evidence to support clinical practice. While we
support the goals of conducting research of high methodologic
quality,4 we continue to believe that the extant evidence allows for
the extrapolation of useful clinical recommendations from the
scientific literature. The CRTF therefore conducted the current
review in order to identify the best available scientific evidence to
inform the clinical practice of cognitive rehabilitation. This effort
is distinct from most other reviews in its emphasis on the devel-
opment of practical, evidence-based guidelines, to be used in
conjunction with clinical judgment and patient preferences.

The current article is an updated systematic review of the
literature published from 2009 through 2014 addressing cognitive
rehabilitation for people with TBI or stroke. We included studies
where at least the majority of participants had sustained either TBI
(mild, moderate or severe) or stroke. Our emphasis on these
conditions is based on their clinical prevalence of acquired
cognitive deficits and participation in neurorehabilitation, and is
consistent with our prior reviews (while other CRTF reviews have
addressed other medical conditions). We reviewed and analyzed
studies that allowed us to evaluate the effectiveness of behavioral
interventions for cognitive limitations. Whenever possible we
analyzed studies based on comparisons with alternative nontreat-
ment or alternative treatment conditions. We included a range of
AUT
List of abbreviations:

APT Attention Process Training

CogSMART Cognitive Symptom Management and

Rehabilitation Therapy

CO-OP Cognitive Orientation to Occupational

Performance

CRTF Cognitive Rehabilitation Task Force

CVA cerebrovascular accident

GMT Goal Management Training

MST Metacognitive Strategy Training

NFT Neurofunctional Training

PCS postconcussion symptoms

PM prospective memory

PST problem-solving therapy

PTSD posttraumatic stress disorder

RCT randomized controlled trial

SOT standard occupational therapy

TBI traumatic brain injury

TPM time pressure management

VR virtual reality

WM working memory
outcomes representing physiologic function; subjective report or
objective measures of neurocognitive impairments; activity limi-
tations; or social participation among participants examined dur-
ing either acute or postacute stages of recovery. We integrated
these findings in our current practice recommendations.
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Methods

The development of evidence-based recommendations followed
our prior methodology for identification of the relevant literature,
review and classification of studies, and development of recom-
mendations. These methods are described in more detail in our
initial publication.1 For the current review, online literature searches
using PubMed were conducted weekly using the terms cognitive
rehabilitation brain injury and cognitive rehabilitation stroke. For
our previous reviews, we utilized a larger and more diverse set of
search terms, and we initially included these terms in our current
search strategy. However, early in this process we observed that the
broader search terms appeared to have equivalent sensitivity and
greater specificity for the identification of relevant citations. We
also screened 7 rehabilitation and neuropsychology journals
through monthly subscriptions. The references from relevant
identified articles were also screened. The use of multiple search
methods should assure that a comprehensive search was conducted
with little if any systematic bias. Articles were assigned to 1 of 6
possible categories (based on interventions for attention, vision and
neglect, language and communication skills, memory, executive
function, or comprehensive-integrated interventions) that specif-
ically address the rehabilitation of cognitive disability. For this re-
view we did not include studies of aphasia rehabilitation after
stroke, but concentrated on functional communication deficits. We
based this decision on the large number of studies addressing
aphasia rehabilitation, most of which concerned highly specific
linguistic deficits and interventions and were felt to be of limited
direct relevance to our current objectives.

Articles were reviewed by 2 CRTF members who completed a
Study Review form and abstracted according to specific criteria:
(1) subject characteristics (age, education, gender, nature and
severity of injury, time postinjury, inclusion/exclusion criteria); (2)
treatment characteristics (treatment setting, target behavior or
function, nature of treatment, sole treatment or concomitant
treatments); (3) methods of monitoring and analyzing change (eg,
change on dependent variable over course of treatment; pretreat-
ment and posttreatment tests on measures related to target
behavior; patient, other, or clinician ratings related to target be-
haviors; change on functional measures; global outcome status);
(4) maintenance of treatment effects; (5) statistical analyses per-
formed; and (6) evidence of treatment effectiveness (eg,
improvement on cognitive function being assessed, evidence for
generalized improvement on functional outcomes). Each study
was classified as providing class I, class II, or class III evidence.
Seven CRTF reviewers were experienced in the process of con-
ducting a systematic review of cognitive rehabilitation studies. An
additional 14 reviewers were trained to review and classify articles
for the purpose of this systematic review. These reviewers atten-
ded at least 1 in-person training session through the CRTF and
achieved consensus with experienced reviewers on at least 4 ar-
ticles before serving as independent reviewers. In addition to
completing the Study Review form, each reviewer also completed
a rating of Quality Criteria4 for each study. This material will be
submitted for separate publication.
www.archives-pmr.org
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The CRTF initially identified citations for 250 published arti-
cles. We included articles published between 2009 and 2014 in-
clusive (including articles published electronically through this
period); we stopped identifying potential articles on December 15,
2015. The abstracts or complete articles were reviewed in order to
eliminate articles according to the following exclusion criteria: (1)
nonintervention articles, including nonclinical experimental
manipulation; (2) theoretical articles or descriptions of treatment
approaches; (3) review articles; (4) articles without adequate
specification of interventions; (5) articles that did not include par-
ticipants primarily with a diagnosis of TBI or stroke; (6) studies of
pediatric subjects; (7) single-case reports without empirical data;
(8) nonepeer-reviewed articles and book chapters; (9) articles
describing pharmacologic interventions; and (10) noneEnglish-
language articles.

Based upon initial review of abstracts or full articles, we
eliminated 64 reviews published between 2009 and 2014. We
eliminated an additional 50 articles based on other exclusion
criteria (17 studies of participants with other neurologic di-
agnoses, 10 noncognitive interventions, 8 descriptive studies, 3
nontreatment studies, 5 experimental manipulations of subjects
without neurologic deficit, 5 treatment protocols, 2 pediatric
subjects). An additional 8 articles were excluded after complete
review (1 with other neurologic diagnosis, 2 nontreatment studies,
1 qualitative study, 2 treatment protocols, and 2 descriptive arti-
cles). We also identified 7 articles representing secondary analyses
(2 imaging findings, 2 analyses of patient characteristics, and 3
follow-up studies of prior randomized controlled trials [RCTs]);
these 7 articles were not classified based on level of evidence but
were used to inform our findings and recommendations.

We fully reviewed and evaluated 121 studies. For these 121
studies, the level of evidence was determined based on criteria used
in our prior reviews.1-3 Well-designed, prospective, RCTs were
considered class I evidence; studies using a prospective design with
quasirandomized assignment to treatment conditions were desig-
nated as class Ia studies. Given the inherent difficulty in blinding
rehabilitation interventions, we did not consider this as criterion for
class I or Ia studies, consistent with our prior reviews. Class II
studies consisted of prospective, nonrandomized cohort studies;
retrospective, nonrandomized case-control studies; or multiple-
baseline studies that permitted a direct comparison of treatment
conditions. Clinical series without concurrent controls, or single-
subject designs with adequate quantification and analysis were
considered class III evidence. Studies that were designed as
comparative effectiveness studies but did not include a direct sta-
tistical comparison of treatment conditions were considered class
A
Table 1 Definition of levels of recommendations

Practice Standards: Based on at least 1 well-designed class I stud

evidence, that directly addresses the effecti

of effectiveness to support a recommendatio

acquired neurocognitive impairments and di

Practice Guidelines: Based on 1 or more class I studies with method

samples, that directly address the effectiven

effectiveness to support a recommendation t

neurocognitive impairments and disability.

Practice Options: Based on class II or class III studies that direc

evidence of possible effectiveness to support

people with acquired neurocognitive impairm

www.archives-pmr.org
III. Disagreements between the 2 primary reviewers (as occurred
for 14 articles) were first addressed by discussion between re-
viewers to correct minor sources of disagreement, and then by
obtaining a third review.

Of the 121 studies included for analysis in the current review,
41 were rated as class I, 3 as class Ia, 14 as class II, and 63 as class
III. The overall evidence within each predefined area of inter-
vention was synthesized and recommendations were derived from
the relative strengths of the evidence. The level of evidence
required to determine Practice Standards, Practice Guidelines, or
Practice Options was based on the decision rules applied in our
initial review (table 1). All recommendations were reviewed for
consensus by the CRTF through face-to-face discussion.
R C
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Rehabilitation of attention

We reviewed 13 studies (5 class I,5-9 1 class II,10 and 7 class III11-17)
addressing the remediation of attention. Four studies (1 class I,5 1
class II,10 and 2 class III11,14) evaluating direct-attention training
usingAttention ProcessTraining (APT) provide additional evidence
that APT can improve performance on training tasks and direct
measures of global attention. A class I study5 compared APT and
standard care for hospitalized patients with history of stroke an
average of 18 days after a stroke. Participants who received APT
demonstrated greater improvement on a composite measure of
attention although broader functional outcomes did not differ. This
finding is consistent with existent evidence suggesting limited
benefits of APT compared with standard brain injury rehabilitation
during acute recovery.

Two studies (1 class II,6 1 class III11) utilized single-subject
designs to investigate the functional benefits of APT as a
component of treatment for language deficits. The class II study
used APT-3, which incorporates direct-attention training and
metacognitive strategy training, to improve reading comprehen-
sion in 4 patients with history of chronic ischemic stroke and mild
to moderate aphasia.6 All 4 participants demonstrated improve-
ment on select standardized measures of attention, while modest
gains in reading comprehension were obtained by 2 participants.
The authors suggest that improvements in allocation of attention
and self-monitoring may underlie improvements in reading
comprehension although there is limited evidence for transfer of
attention training to functional cognition.
y with an adequate sample, with support from class II or class III

veness of the treatment in question, providing substantive evidence

n that the treatment be specifically considered for people with

sability.

ological limitations, or well-designed class II studies with adequate

ess of the treatment in question, providing evidence of probable

hat the treatment be specifically considered for people with acquired

tly address the effectiveness of the treatment in question, providing

a recommendation that the treatment be specifically considered for

ents and disability.
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Computer-based working memory training

Two class I studies evaluated whether computer-based working
memory-training software (Cogmed QM) can increase working
memory (WM) performance, and lead to generalized improve-
ments.7,8 The samples in both studies included individuals with
mixed acquired brain injuries, a majority with a diagnosis of stroke.
In 1 study, participants demonstrated significant improvement on
the trained working memory tasks, untrained working memory
tasks, and self-reported cognitive difficulties in everyday living
situations, andWM-related occupational performance.7 The second
class I study investigatedWM training in conjunction with standard
outpatient rehabilitation, compared with standard rehabilitation
alone.8 Despite isolated benefits on screening measures of attention
and higher cognitive functioning for the WM intervention group,
there was no difference between groups on an aggregate WM
measure or self-rated executive problems after treatment, making it
difficult to attribute specific benefits to the WM intervention. There
is class III evidence (including follow-up18 to a class I study8)
suggest generalized improvements in self-reported cognitive
problems in daily functioning, fatigue, and occupational perfor-
mance after WM training with Cogmed QM.17,18

A class I study evaluated computer-based WM training (a com-
ponentof RehaCom, computerized cognitive therapy software)
combined with training in semantic structuring and word fluency,
compared with “standard memory therapy” focused on learning
strategies.9 WM training resulted in significant improvements on
WM and word fluency, as well as on prospective memory (PM)
performance, indicating both a direct benefit and generalization of
training effects.
 R
HO
Specificity of direct-attention training

Vallat-Azouvi et al15,16 conducted a number of single-subject
studies that addressed the specificity of training for discrete
components of WM impairment (verbal maintenance, visuospatial
maintenance, central executive) after TBI or stroke. The results
suggest greater efficacy of modular training for each component,
with less specificity of benefits on self-reported generalization to
everyday WM difficulties. These findings are consistent with the
fundamental assumptions of process-specific cognitive training.
T
AUNeuroplasticity and direct-attention training

Two class III studies12,13 incorporated neuroimaging to investigate
whether computer-based attention training (combined with strat-
egy training12) can contribute to functional restoration and rein-
tegration of neural networks following brain injury. These studies
demonstrated training-induced changes in neuropsychological
performance that corresponded with white matter microstructural
Table 2 Recommendations for treatment of attention deficits

Intervention

Treatment of attention deficits should incorporate both direct-attention

strategy training to increase task performance and promote generaliz

TBI or stroke during the postacute stages of recovery.

Direct-attention training for specific modular impairments in WM, includ

interventions, should be considered to enhance both cognitive and fu

postacute rehabilitation for acquired brain injury.
changes as measured by diffusion tensor imagingederived frac-
tional anisotropy,12 and redistribution of the cerebral attention
network marked by decreased activation of the frontal lobe and
increased activation of the anterior cingulate cortices and
precuneus.13
 C
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Metacognitive strategy training

One class I study of metacognitive strategy training extends
findings from an earlier review supporting the effectiveness of
time pressure management (TPM), a cognitive strategy used to
compensate for mental slowness or slow information processing.6

The study used a multicenter, randomized, single-blind control
trail to investigate the effects of 10 hours of TPM training
compared with usual care in a sample of patients with history of
stroke at least 3 months poststroke. Participants in both groups
showed an improvement in their use of strategies and reported
significantly fewer complaints following treatment. However, the
TPM group showed significantly greater use of strategies, and at
3-month follow-up, significantly faster task completion indicating
greater efficiency in performing everyday tasks.

Recommendations
The CRTF has previously recommended that treatment of atten-
tion deficits should incorporate both direct-attention training and
metacognitive strategy training to increase task performance and
promote generalization to daily functioning after TBI (Practice
Standard). The present results support extending the recommen-
dation to individuals with stroke during the postacute stages of
recovery (table 2).

Improvements in WM are evident after training on specific,
modular components of WM, whether this is achieved through the
use of either computer-based or therapist-administered in-
terventions. The evidence also suggests improvement on patient-
reported outcomes of everyday activities after working memory
training.3,15,18 Based on this recent evidence, we recommend that
direct-attention training for specific modular impairments in WM,
including the use of computer-based interventions, be considered
to enhance both cognitive and functional outcomes during post-
acute rehabilitation for acquired brain injury (Practice Guideline)
(see table 2). This guideline refines and replaces our previous
option for the treatment of global attention impairments through
computer-based interventions. The CRTF continues to emphasize
the importance of therapist involvement and intervention to pro-
mote awareness and generalization (eg, metacognitive strategy
training) over the stand-alone use of computer-based tasks.

There continues to be insufficient evidence to indicate differ-
ential benefits of direct-attention training compared with standard
(inpatient) brain injury rehabilitation on functional outcomes
during acute recovery from TBI or stroke, although this training
Level of Recommendation

training and metacognitive

ation to daily functioning after

Practice Standard

ing the use of computer-based

nctional outcomes during

Practice Guideline

www.archives-pmr.org
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may improve specific aspects of attention and there is no indica-
tion that the incorporation of direct-attention training during acute
rehabilitation has negative or adverse effects.
THO

Rehabilitation of visuospatial functioning

We reviewed 7 class I studies19-25 and 6 class III26-31 studies in the
area of visual functioning, with 10 of these studies addressing the
remediation of visual neglect after right-hemisphere stroke,
consistent with the emphasis of the previous CRTF review. Reha-
bilitation of neglect through practice in visual scanning after right-
hemisphere stroke has been a recommended as a Practice Standard,
and this receives continued support in the current review.19,20,22

More recent research has focused on enhancements of scanning
procedures and on alternative procedures. Polanowska et al19 pro-
vided class I evidence that left-hand stimulation improved outcomes
of scanning training for left-sided neglect compared to scanning
training alone. A class I study by Pandian et al23 reported that limb
activationwithmirror therapy (attempting tomove the paretic upper
extremity to mimic movements of the nonparetic limb reflected in a
mirror on the side of the paretic limb) reduced left neglect compared
to a sham treatment in anRCT. This study, and an additional class III
study using contralateral limb activation and arm vibration,28 sup-
port prior evidence suggesting the benefits of forced activation of
the affected limb in conjunction with visual scanning training for
left neglect.32

One study that supports the efficacy of visual scanning failed to
show a benefit of adding a divided attention task to single-task vi-
suospatial training for neglect.20 In a class III study, motor imagery
failed to improve performance on most neglect measures.27

Although a physical rather than a cognitive intervention, right
hemi-field eye patching was found to reduce left visuospatial
neglect compared to standard care in an RCT21 and at an equiv-
alent level to visual scanning training in another RCT.22 Class III
evidence was reported for improving neglect through a pointing
exercise,30 transcranial direct current stimulation in addition to
scanning training,29 and a series of interventions that included
optokinetic stimulation, prismatic adaptation, and transcutaneous
electrical nerve stimulation.26 The CRTF elects not to provide
recommendations regarding these physiological interventions.
Two systematic reviews33,34 provide additional evidence regarding
noncognitive interventions (eg, prism adaptation, transcranial
direct current stimulation, drugs) in the rehabilitation of neglect.
AU
Table 3 Recommendations for treatment of visuoperceptual deficits

Intervention

Visuospatial rehabilitation that includes visual scanning training is reco

after right-hemisphere stroke.

The use of isolated microcomputer exercises to treat left neglect after s

and is not recommended.

Left-hand stimulation or forced limb activation may be combined with v

increase the efficacy of treatment for neglect after right-hemisphere

Electronic technologies for visual scanning training may be included in

right-hemisphere stroke.

Systematic training of visuospatial deficits and visual organization skills

with visual perceptual deficits, without visual neglect, after right-hem

rehabilitation.

Specific gestural or strategy training is recommended for apraxia during

hemisphere stroke.

www.archives-pmr.org
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Several studies addressed the application of visuospatial in-
terventions to functional limitations19,20 and were unable to
document generalization of neglect rehabilitation to functional
activities. However, it is very likely that neither study was
adequately powered to find an effect on functional measures that
are affected by factors other than the direct effect of the treatment
studied. One class III study suggests that cognitive interventions
that incorporate skill remediation and metacognitive strategies
may facilitate return to driving after TBI or stroke.31 Two follow-
up studies35,36 described long term maintenance of the positive
effects of driving simulator training on return to driving originally
reported in an RCT.25

Computerized interventions to expand the visual field in cases
of hemianopsia was offered as a Practice Option in the previous
evidence-based review based on a single RCT, pending replica-
tion. However, Modden et al24 were unable to demonstrate an
effect for 2 computerized interventions to remediate hemianopsia
compared to SOT. Although this RCT may have been under-
powered, results challenge the previous recommendation and are
more consistent with clinical wisdom regarding the irreversibility
of visual field loss secondary to stroke.

Recommendations
There is continued support for the use of visual scanning to
improve left visual neglect after right-hemisphere stroke as a
Practice Standard (table 3). The inclusion of left-hand stimulation
or limb activation in visual scanning training should be considered
to increase efficacy of rehabilitation for neglect after
right-hemisphere stroke (Practice Guideline). Based on current
evidence, as well as prior research suggesting that functional
improvements are associated with compensation, the CRTF does
not now recommend the use of computer-based training to extend
visual fields.
Rehabilitation of memory deficits

The CRTF reviewed 7 class I studies,37-43 7 class II studies,44-50

and 6 class III studies50-56 addressing remediation of memory.
Many of these studies focused on specific types of memory im-
pairments rather than global memory functioning. Consequently,
the CRTF has organized the more recent studies by the type of
memory functioning to be improved. The studies fall into 3 major
categories of functional memory problems: (1) prospective
Level of Recommendation

mmended for left visual neglect Practice Standard

troke does not appear effective Practice Guideline

isual scanning training to

stroke.

Practice Guideline

the treatment of neglect after Practice Option

may be considered for persons

isphere stroke as part of acute

Practice Option

acute rehabilitation for left- Practice Standard
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remembering; (2) recall of information for the purpose of per-
forming everyday tasks; and (3) memory for routes and naviga-
tion. All of the studies utilized a variety of memory strategies
previously discussed by the CRTF.

Prospective memory
PM is defined as the ability to recall and execute at a future time
an intention. There is strong evidence from class I studies to
support assistive technology training as a way to improve the
likelihood of future intentions being carried out.38-41 Lemoncello
et al40 demonstrated the use of a novel assistive technology device
which prompts participants with audiovisual reminders at sched-
uled prospective times on a person’s home television screen. Re-
sults showed significant advantage of PM prompting compared to
a no prompting condition. Two class I studies38,39 suggest that use
of a personal digital assistant compared with nonelectronic
memory compensations may lead to fewer functional memory
failures and less use of internal memory compensations, with no
differences in general memory performance. The majority of
participants in these studies had sustained a TBI, although several
studies also included participants who had sustained a stroke.39,40

These results are supported by class II50 and class III52 evidence
demonstrating improved task completion with the use of a per-
sonal digital assistant.

Shum et al43 examined compensatory PM training to maximize
use of a diary or organizational device for writing reminders,
appointments, and note-taking to minimize PM failure, with or
without self-awareness training. Training in compensatory strate-
gies was found to increase note-taking independently of self-
awareness training. Bergquist et al37 compared 2 Internet-based
interventions on memory performance and use of compensations
to carry out meaningful activities in daily life: (1) the active
calendar acquisition training compared with (2) the use of a diary-
only to log day-to-day events. There were no differences on
compensation use; the authors suggested that both conditions may
have had a therapeutic effect by focusing on recall of future events
and historical information. Results of these interventions are
notable in light of evidence that the use of external memory
compensations (eg, checking things off on a calendar) is a stronger
predictor of activity limitations after TBI than the degree of
cognitive impairment57 and may not require changes in awareness.

One class I study42 used visual imagery as the main ingredient
in the PM training, based on the idea that visual imagery can
strengthen the cue-action association, compared with a control
condition of brief education. Individuals with moderate to severe
TBIs were trained to make associations between prospective cues
and an intended action. Visual-imagery training appeared to
improve PM functioning by strengthening the memory trace and
automatic recall of intentions.42 Generalization was demonstrated
by participants making fewer PM failures in their daily lives. Two
class II studies45,46 investigated self-imagination as a mnemonic
strategy to enhance episodic memory, with respect to a PM task.
Participants who were trained on a self-imagination technique
demonstrated a 66% advantage in prospective remembering,
compared with just using rote rehearsal.

Improving memory for everyday tasks
Two class II studies evaluated group-based memory-training
techniques to improve recall of information for the purpose of
performing everyday tasks, compared with no intervention, after a
TBI49 or single stroke.44 O’Neill et al49 used a group-training
 C
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intervention focused on internal memory strategy training and
found improvement on everyday memory measures, with greater
effect for mild and moderately impaired participants. Miller et al44

studied the use of a group memory-training program with patients
during the chronic stage of recovery after a single stroke. The
intervention included education about memory and the use of both
internal or mental strategies and external compensatory aides.
Results included significant improvement on measures of delayed
recall and assessments of PM, with more marked gains for in-
dividuals with higher education or higher measured intelligence.
Shorter time poststroke was associated with less improvement
of PM.

Memory for routes and navigation
Limited evidence was available to support the use of memory-
training strategies to improve memory for routes and navigation.
One class II study48 suggests that the benefits of errorless learning
extend to practical route memorization. One class III study51

suggests that intensive training in virtual navigational tasks may
result in an enhancement of memory function for adults with
acquired brain injury.

Recommendations
In prior reviews, the CRTF has consistently recommended a
Practice Standard of compensatory memory strategy training for
mild memory impairments after TBI, including the use of inter-
nalized strategies and external compensations. Current evidence
supports the use of visual imagery, association techniques, and
the use of assistive technology for the treatment of prospective
remembering difficulties in persons with mild memory impair-
ment (Practice Standard) (table 4). These recommendations are
consistent with a recent systematic review of neuropsychological
rehabilitation for PM deficits.58 Memory strategy training is also
recommended for the improvement of recall in the performance
of everyday tasks in people with mild memory impairments after
TBI (Practice Standard). Current evidence supports the use of
group-based memory strategy training for the purpose of
improving PM and recall in the performance of everyday tasks
after TBI, and extends this recommendation to the treatment of
people with mild to moderate memory impairments after stroke
(Practice Option). Current findings are consistent with prior ev-
idence suggesting that internal strategies are more effective for
participants with less severe memory impairments and greater
cognitive reserve.

In previous reviews, the CRTF focused its recommendations on
particular techniques for improving memory function, such as the
use of errorless learning techniques and externally-directed
assistive devices for patients with moderate to severe memory
impairments. Current literature suggests increased emphasis on
use of assistive technology and remote treatment delivery using
the Internet, but no new evidence to support changing prior
recommendations.
Rehabilitation of communication and social
cognition

We reviewed 2 class I59,60 studies, 1 class II61 study, and 5 class
III62-66 studies in the area of communication, predominantly after
TBI. One class III investigation included 5 participants with right-
hemisphere cerebrovascular accident (CVA).64
www.archives-pmr.org
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Remediation for specific language impairments
One class II study61 examined the effectiveness of a structured
cognitive-based approach to improving reading comprehension
compared to a no-strategy control condition, after TBI or stroke.
The treatment condition consisted of learning a reading strategy
implemented at 3 different phases in the reading process: pre-
reading, during reading, and postreading. The results indicate that
the treatment strategy was associated with greater immediate and
delayed recall of information, greater efficiency of delayed recall
(as measured by the time taken to recall units of information), and
increased accuracy of sentence verification. The authors empha-
size the need to match reading comprehension strategies to
patient-specific needs and abilities as a more clinically effec-
tive approach.

Lundgren et al64 and Brownell et al65 provide class III evi-
dence to support the treatment of metaphor interpretation
following right-hemisphere CVA and TBI, respectfully. Lundg-
ren64 examined whether a structured intervention focused on
improving use of semantic associations could improve oral in-
terpretations of metaphors in 5 participants with right-hemisphere
CVA. Significant improvement on oral metaphor interpretation
was noted though little improvement was demonstrated on an
untrained line orientation task. In the second investigation,
Brownell65 investigated the effectiveness of the same metaphor
interpretation task with a group of 8 subjects 3 to 20 years
following moderate to severe TBI. Six of the 8 participants
demonstrated significant improvements in oral metaphor inter-
pretation with 3 out of the 6 demonstrating maintenance effects at
a 3- to 4-month follow-up visit.

Specific treatments for remediation of emotional perception
deficits
Two class I studies59,60 and 1 class III study66 provide support for
the remediation of emotional perception deficits following ac-
quired brain injury. McDonald et al60 randomized 20 participants
to either an intervention group or a wait-list group. Treatment
involved a manualized program to improve the ability to perceive
and distinguish between prosodic emotional cues. Group differ-
ences in test performance favored the treatment group; however,
only 6 of the subjects allocated to the treatment group demon-
strated measurable improvements on test scores. None of the
participants demonstrated a treatment effect at 1-month follow-up.
AUTable 4 Recommendations for treatment of memory deficits

Intervention

Memory strategy training if recommended for the improvement of PM in

impairments after TBI or stroke, including the use of internalized stra

association techniques) and external memory compensations (eg, note

Memory strategy training if recommended for the improvement of recall

tasks in people with mild memory impairments after TBI, including th

(eg, visual imagery, association techniques) and external memory com

Use of external compensations with direct application to functional activ

with severe memory deficits after TBI or stroke.

For people with severe memory impairments after TBI, errorless learning

learning specific skills or knowledge, with limited transfer to novel ta

functional memory problems.

Group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of mild to

stroke, including the improvement of PM and recall of information used

tasks.
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Neumann et al59 randomized a group of 71 participants with
TBI to either 1 of 2 treatment groups or a cognitive-training
control group. All treatments were provided through one-on-one
computer-assisted interventions facilitated by a therapist. The
first treatment taught participants to recognize emotions from
facial expressions (Faces). The second treatment taught partici-
pants to infer emotions from contextual cues presented in a story
format (Stories). Participants in the control condition played a
variety of online, publicly available computer games that targeted
cognitive skills but did not provide any type of emotion-related
training. On tests of facial emotion recognition, there was a sig-
nificant main effect reported between the Faces group and the
control group, but not between the Stories group and the control
group. There were no significant main or interaction effects be-
tween Faces, Stories, and control conditions on the ability to infer
emotions from Stories, and no generalization to measures of
empathy or neuropsychiatric behaviors. These findings replicate a
previous class III investigation.66 The authors indicate that facial
emotion recognition training is effective for individuals with TBI
and that benefits of treatment can be maintained up to 6 months
following intervention. However, they indicate that the training
failed to show a generalization effect to emotion perception based
on contextual cues. The authors suggest that group treatment may
provide an opportunity to practice emotion recognition in a
functional setting and subsequently promote generalization of
performance.

Group treatment for social-communication deficits
Braden et al63 conducted a class III feasibility investigation with
preassessment, postassessment, and 6-month follow-up assess-
ment to determine the effectiveness of a group interactive, struc-
tured, treatment approach combined with individual treatments for
improving social skills following TBI. This study extends the
findings of a previous RCT study by the same researchers67 to 30
participants with postacute TBI with identified social-
communication deficits plus a history of psychiatric or psycho-
logical disorder or substance abuse or those with additional
neurologic complications, such as stroke, hypoxia, multiple scle-
rosis or others (TBI-plus). Results demonstrated that, following a
13-week group social-communication skills intervention, the
participants with a history of TBI-plus made statistically signifi-
cant gains on subjective social-communication skills and quality
Level of Recommendation

people with mild memory

tegies (eg, visual imagery,

books, electronic technologies).

Practice Standard

in the performance of everyday

e use of internalized strategies

pensations (eg, notebooks).

Practice Standard

ities is recommended for people Practice Guideline

techniques may be effective for

sks or reduction in overall

Practice Option

memory deficits after TBI or

in the performance of everyday

Practice Option
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of life measures, which were maintained at 6-month follow-up.
Additional class III62 evidence provides support for the effec-
tiveness of group treatment for remediation of social-
communication deficits following TBI.

Recommendations
The CRTF previously recommended cognitive interventions
for specific language impairments such as reading compre-
hension and language formulation after left-hemisphere stroke
or TBI (Practice Guideline). A well-designed class II study61

provides additional evidence to support this recommenda-
tion (table 5).

The CRTF previously recommended as a Practice Standarde
specific interventions for functional communication deficits,
including pragmatic conversational skills following TBI. Two
class III studies reporting the effectiveness of metaphor interpre-
tation training following right-hemisphere stroke64 and TBI65

provide support for this recommendation. One class I59 and 1
class III study66 suggest that specific intervention to improve the
recognition of emotions from facial expressions may be effec-
tively incorporated as component of the Practice Standard for
treating functional communication deficits after TBI (see table 5).
However, the CRTF notes that this effect may be specific to this
training and does not generalize to training emotional perception
based on prosodic or semantic-contextual cues, nor to empathy or
neuropsychiatric behaviors.

Two class III studies62,63 support the recommendation (Prac-
tice Option) for group-based interventions for the remediation of
language deficits after left-hemisphere stroke and for social-
communication deficits after TBI.

Rehabilitation of executive functioning

The CRTF reviewed 15 class I68-82 or class Ia83-85 studies, 3 class
II86-88 studies, and 19 class III89-107 studies of interventions for
executive functioning. The central aspect of most of these in-
terventions is the facilitation of metacognitive knowledge
(awareness) and metacognitive self-regulation (eg, goal setting,
planning, initiation, execution, self-monitoring, and error man-
agement). Many of these interventions addressed multiple aspects
of executive dysfunction within an integrated treatment approach.
AUT
Table 5 Recommendations for remediation of communication and soc

Intervention

Cognitive-linguistic therapies are recommended during acute and postac

deficits secondary to left-hemisphere stroke.

Specific interventions for functional communication deficits, including p

and recognition of emotions from facial expressions, are recommended

after TBI.

Cognitive interventions for specific language impairments such as readin

formulation are recommended after left-hemisphere stroke or TBI.

Treatment intensity should be considered a key factor in the rehabilitat

hemisphere stroke.

Group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of languag

stroke and for social-communication deficits after TBI.

Computer-based interventions as an adjunct to clinician-guided treatme

remediation of cognitive-linguistic deficits after left-hemisphere strok

repeated exposure and practice on computer-based tasks without som

by a therapist is not recommended.
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Goal management training
We reviewed 2 class I studies,69,70 1 class II study,86 and 1 class III
study93 addressing the remediation of executive functioning using
Goal Management Training (GMT).

A class I study69 investigated the effectiveness of GMT
compared to a Behavioral Health Workshop control group in a
mixed population. GMT produced significant benefits on sustained
attention and behavioral regulation, while no differences were seen
in the Behavioral Health Workshop group for any of the tasks.
Unfortunately, neither group demonstrated significant improve-
ments on self-reported problems in everyday functioning. However,
a class II study86 showedGMT to be effective in improving the skills
needed for every day financial management on participants’ self-
selected functional goals that were a focus of treatment.

Novakovic-Agopian et al conducted a class I study to deter-
mine the feasibility of an intervention directed at goal-oriented
attentional self-regulation skills70 with individuals with chronic
brain injury and mild to moderate difficulties in executive func-
tioning. The group-based intervention focused on attention regu-
lation (including mindfulness exercises) and use of a
metacognitive strategy (stop-relax-refocus) as well as the appli-
cation of training to individual goals. The executive intervention
was compared with didactic brain injury education. Participants
exhibited a decrease in task failures on a complex functional task
following goal-oriented attention training, related to protection of
WM from distractions. These gains were maintained at 5-week
follow-up. A subset of participants was administered functional
magnetic resonance imaging during a visual selective attention
task, pre and posttreatment, to examine changes in neural pro-
cessing.108 Modulation of neural processing in extrastriate cortex
was enhanced by attention training. Neural changes in prefrontal
cortex, a proposed mediator for attention regulation, were
inversely related to baseline state. These results suggested that
enhanced modulatory control over visual processing and a reba-
lancing of prefrontal functioning may underlie improvements in
attention and executive control. A subsequent modularity anal-
ysis109 demonstrated that the modularity of brain network orga-
nization at baseline predicted improvement in attention and
executive function after cognitive training, with higher baseline
modularity related to greater adaptation in response to
goal training.
ial cognition

Level of Recommendation

ute rehabilitation for language Practice Standard

ragmatic conversational skills

for social-communication skills

Practice Standard

g comprehension and language Practice Guideline

ion of language skills after left- Practice Guideline

e deficits after left-hemisphere Practice Option

nt may be considered in the

e or TBI. Sole reliance on

e involvement and intervention

Practice Option
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A systematic review of GMT noted that for most studies that
demonstrated effectiveness of GMT, it was part of an intervention
that incorporated problem-solving therapy (PST) focused on per-
sonal goals, and included application of GMT to daily
life tasks.110

The CRTF reviewed additional class I68 and class Ia83 studies
that reflect these treatment components. Spikman et al68 conducted
a multicenter study to evaluate the effects of treatment for dysex-
ecutive problems on daily life functioning after acquired brain
injury. The multifaceted intervention incorporated aspects of
GMT69 and PST111 in a general planning approach in 3 stages
(information and awareness; goal setting and planning; initiation,
execution and regulation). The experimental intervention was
compared with an individually administered, computerized
cognitive-training package consisting of several repetitive cognitive
tasks aimed at improvement of general cognitive functioning, with
no therapist-directed strategic approaches to the tasks. Improve-
ments in executive functions and resumption of social roles (based
on structured interview) were observed after both treatments; par-
ticipants in the multifaceted treatment demonstrated larger benefits,
and maintained gains, in their ability to set and accomplish real-life
goals, regulate a series of real-life tasks, and resume effective social
roles. The reliance on therapists’ ratings and lack of blind outcome
assessments limits the interpretation of these results. Cantor et al83

also evaluated a multifaceted intervention that incorporated meta-
cognitive skills that could be applied across a range of real-life
activities through PST, attention training, and emotional regula-
tion. In comparison with a wait-list control group, the experimental
intervention produced significant benefits on self-reported execu-
tive functioning and problem solving, but not on other measures of
neuropsychological functioning, attention, awareness, self-efficacy,
emotional regulation, participation or quality of life.

Metacognitive strategy training
One class I,81 1 class II,85 and 3 class III studies89,90,92 addressed
the remediation of executive functioning using specific aspects of
metacognitive strategy training. The class III single-case studies
evaluated the effectiveness of metacognitive strategy training for
improving online awareness and self-management of errors during
functional activities.89,90,92 For example, Ownsworth et al90

examined the use of Metacognitive Strategy Training (MST) to
improve performance on a cooking task through therapist-guided
evaluation and feedback using the pause, prompt, praise tech-
nique.112 Individuals receiving MST demonstrated a significant
reduction in error frequency, a significant decrease in therapist
checks, and a significant increase in self-corrected errors on the
cooking task; participants who only received behavioral practice
demonstrated no difference in self-corrected errors and greater
reliance on therapist checks.

A class I study by Schmidt et al81 also utilized the pause,
prompt, praise technique during a meal preparation task to
investigate the effects of video-and-verbal feedback, verbal feed-
back alone, or experiential feedback on error management in
participants with TBI with impaired self-awareness. Participants
were typically seen during postacute rehabilitation, several years
after sustaining moderate to severe TBI, and exhibited deficits in
intellectual and emergent (online) awareness. Participants in the
video-and-verbal feedback group showed significantly improved
online awareness, measured by the number of errors during task
completion, than either of the comparison interventions. Further,
the video-and-verbal feedback group demonstrated greater intel-
lectual awareness after treatment, with no increase in emotional
www.archives-pmr.org
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distress or changes in their perceptions of recovery or
rehabilitation.

Cognitive orientation to occupational performance
A number of the studies cited above were directed at the appli-
cation of MST to functional task performance.81,86,90 Along this
line, there was a notable emergence of research on the effective-
ness of an approach integrating functional skills training and
metacognitive strategy training through Cognitive Orientation to
Occupational Performance (CO-OP). This procedure includes
client-centered goal setting, particularly in relation to performance
of functional activities, and the use of a global metacognitive
strategy of Goal-Plan-Do-Review. The remediation of specific
cognitive components or impairments is avoided in favor of in-
terventions directly at the level of relevant client-centered func-
tional activities.

We reviewed 11 studies investigating the effectiveness of
CO-OP after TBI or stroke, involving 3 class I,71-73 1 class Ia84

study, 1 class II,87 and 6 class III94-99 studies.
Dawson et al adapted an occupation-based strategy training

based on the CO-OP for patients with executive dysfunction after
TBI.84,94 A class Ia pilot RCT was conducted for patients with
chronic TBI, all of whom were at least 1-year postinjury and an
average of 10-years postinjury.84 The experimental intervention
included the identification of meaningful problems in each par-
ticipant’s everyday life, translated into functional goals (eg, keep
papers organized; schedule activities to avoid fatigue), and
application of guided discovery and the metacognitive problem-
solving strategy to the goals being trained. Participants who
received the intervention demonstrated improved performance and
satisfaction on trained goals compared with the comparison group.
In addition, the intervention resulted in improvement on untrained
goals, suggesting near transfer of training, as well as participants
reporting increased levels of participation, suggesting general-
ization of the training to participants daily functioning.

Two class I studies71,72 evaluated the CO-OP intervention
compared with standard occupational therapy (SOT) to improve
performance on functional goals and transfer to untrained activ-
ities for people living in the community after a single stroke.
Participants were either less than 3-months poststroke72 or more
than 6 months poststroke.71 Participants in both conditions chose
their own treatment goals; however, in the SOT condition treat-
ment plans were completely therapist driven with an emphasis on
impairment-based training whereas in CO-OP therapists helped
participants create their own performance plans (guided discov-
ery), taught participants a global metacognitive strategy (goal-
plan-do-review) to create and evaluate those plans, and focused
entirely on activity-level interventions. In both studies, significant
benefits of CO-OP over SOT were apparent on participant and
therapist ratings of performance of self-selected activities, as well
as greater transfer to untrained activities. An additional class I
study73 compared CO-OP with an attention control condition
(reflective listening) among patients after acute stroke who were
receiving inpatient rehabilitation. Participants who received
CO-OP showed significant improvements on executive cognitive
measures as well as reduced disability in activities of daily living
(FIM scores) at 3 and 6 months after admission, with increasing
differences between groups over the 6-month study period.

These studies suggest that a combination of functional skills
training at the activity level, and incorporation of metacognitive
strategies is related to improved performance on trained tasks, and
greater transfer of training to untrained tasks, although the specific
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effective ingredients of the CO-OP procedure have not been iso-
lated. Rotenberg-Shpigelman et al82 conducted a class I study of
Neurofunctional Training (NFT) that incorporated errorless
learning (as opposed to trial-and-error learning or error manage-
ment training) and repeated practice and overlearning of task
performance. This approach is consistent with the evidence that
even people with severe memory and executive impairments can
be trained on new routines using errorless learning55 and that,
once learned, these routines can be carried out in novel contexts.
The NFT approach places little demands on the cognitive,
emotional, and physical resources of participants with severe
neurologic disabilities, in contrast to the cognitively-demanding
use of metacognitive strategies inherent in the CO-OP interven-
tion. A sample of community dwelling chronic stroke survivors
attending day rehabilitation (at least 1 year poststroke) received
either NFT or treatment as usual (a combination of traditional
outpatient therapies). Participants who received NFT showed
greater improvements on trained tasks, while neither condition
demonstrated improvements on untrained tasks, an outcome that
was expected to occur in accordance with the principles of NFT.
The investigators suggested that NFT may have more specific
effects than CO-OP and be less limited in its applicability to pa-
tients with more severe cognitive impairment.

These studies also suggest that the effects of intervention on
untrained functional tasks requires the incorporation of deliberate
efforts to promote transfer and generalization, including the use of
a general metacognitive strategy for planning, implementing, and
self-monitoring performance of functional activities.

Reasoning, problem solving, and executive regulation of
attention
One class I study74 examined a top-down strategy (remembering
general concepts without emphasizing details) to improve gist-
reasoning in participants with chronic TBI. The intervention
group improved on gist-reasoning, executive control and verbal
WM, and endorsed significant functional changes in community
functioning 6 months posttraining. Fong and Howie85 evaluated an
intervention combining multiple components of problems solving,
compared with a conventional treatment (including repetitive
practice of functional skills or cognitive tasks). The problem-
solving intervention produced marginal benefits on paper-and-
pencil reasoning tasks but these benefits did not transfer to
real-life situations.

Several class I76,77 and class III101 studies have examined the
effects of treatment on participants with acquired brain injury
ability to manage multiple, simultaneous task demands as an
aspect of executive functioning. These studies demonstrated
highly specific effects on performing trained dual tasks (partic-
ularly simultaneous cognitive and motor tasks), with little
generalization to broader executive abilities or everyday func-
tioning. An additional class I study noted above20 failed to show a
benefit of divided attention training on visuospatial treatment
for neglect.

Computer-assisted treatment
The CRTF reviewed 3 class I78-80 studies and 1 class III study100

addressing computer-based cognitive rehabilitation of executive
functioning, including the use of virtual reality (VR) environ-
ments. One study reported benefits of computer-based cognitive
exercises when combined with standard inpatient stroke rehabili-
tation.78 Spikman et al found similar effects of computer-based
treatment with metacognitive strategy training on discrete
 C
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measures of executive functioning.68 The use of VR was more
effective than psychoeducation in enhancing problem-solving
skills79 but not significantly better than SOT in improving
everyday executive function performance.80 The use of VR rep-
resents a potentially fruitful area for further study.78-80,100 At
present, there is insufficient evidence to support a recommenda-
tion for computer-based cognitive rehabilitation specifically for
deficits in executive functioning.

Emotional regulation
There is increasing recognition of the association between meta-
cognitive and emotional regulation, including a specific relation-
ship of alexithymia (difficulty identifying emotions) and multiple
aspects of executive functioning.113-115 Spikman116 conducted a
secondary analysis of their RCT for dysexecutive problems68 to
examine patient characteristics related to treatment outcomes.
Pretreatment emotion recognition performance predicted post-
treatment resumption of roles and everyday executive functioning.
In addition, worse pretreatment emotion recognition skills nega-
tively affected treatment-induced learning of compensatory stra-
tegies for executive dysfunction, whereas pretreatment
dysexecutive deficits did not. These findings suggest that deficits
in emotional regulation may play a critical role in patients’ ability
to apply a strategy for the planning and regulation of complex
tasks, and may require specific interventions.59,60

Although treatment for difficulties in emotional regulation has been
incorporated into some multifaceted interventions for executive
dysfunction68,70,83,117-119 this requires additional research. Several
class III studies103-105 evaluated group-based interventions for
emotional regulation, specifically directed at self-management of
anger and aggression. The interventions included techniques to in-
crease awareness of emotion,manage the expression of anger, problem
solving and cognitive restructuring. Treatment effects were limited to
the experience and control of anger and aggressiveness with no effect
on other aspects of behavioral regulation or emotional symptoms.

A systematic review suggested some benefit of external com-
pensations for milder forms of apathy (diminished initiation,
sustained activity and goal-directed behavior) after TBI.120 A
single-case study incorporating external compensation and moti-
vational interviewing demonstrated a strong and specific effect on
sustained activity and subjective apathy.102

Recommendations
The CRTF has previously recommended MST (self-monitoring
and self-regulation) as a Practice Standard for treating deficits in
executive functioning after TBI, including impairments of
emotional self-regulation, and as a component of interventions for
deficits in attention, neglect, and memory. Current evidence sug-
gests that the incorporation of formal protocols for PST and GMT,
and their application to everyday situations and functional activ-
ities, should be considered as components of MST during post-
acute rehabilitation after TBI (table 6).68-70,83,85,86 Emerging class
I evidence71-73,84 supports the incorporation of MST into
occupation-based treatment for practical goals and functional
skills to promote both acquisition and transfer of functional skills
during postacute rehabilitation after TBI and stroke. Additional
class I evidence81 suggests that explicit (verbal-and-video) per-
formance feedback should be considered to facilitate the positive
effects of metacognitive strategy training (Practice Guideline)
(see table 6).

Indirect evidence from class I studies70,83 supports the existing
Practice Option indicating that group-based interventions may be
www.archives-pmr.org
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Table 6 Recommendations for treatment of executive function deficits

Intervention Level of Recommendation

Metacognitive strategy training (self-monitoring and self-regulation) is recommended for the treatment

of mild-moderate deficits in executive functioning, including impairments of emotional self-

regulation, during postacute rehabilitation after TBI. Metacognitive strategy training may incorporate

formal protocols for problem solving and goal management, and their application to everyday

situations and functional activities, during postacute rehabilitation after TBI.

Practice Standard

Metacognitive strategy training should be incorporated into occupation-based treatment for practical

goals and functional skills for patients with mild-moderate deficits in executive functioning after TBI

and stroke.

Practice Guideline

Explicit (verbal-and-video) performance feedback should be considered as a formal component of

metacognitive strategy training during postacute rehabilitation for individuals with impaired self-

awareness after TBI.

Practice Guideline

Group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of mild-moderate deficits in executive

functioning (including deficits in awareness, problem solving, goal management and emotional

regulation) during postacute rehabilitation after TBI.

Practice Option

For patients with severe cognitive (executive) deficits after stroke or TBI, including limitations of

emergent awareness and independent use of compensatory strategies, the use of skill-specific training

including errorless learning may be considered to promote performance of specifically trained

functional tasks, with no expectation of transfer to untrained activities.

Practice Option

Metacognitive strategy training may be considered as a component of occupation-based treatment during

acute rehabilitation to reduce functional disability for patients with cognitive impairment after stroke.

Practice Option
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considered for remediation of executive and problem-solving
deficits after TBI.

For patients with severe cognitive (executive) deficits,
including limitations of emergent awareness and use of compen-
satory strategies, the use of direct, skill-specific training including
errorless learning may be considered to promote performance of
specifically trained functional tasks, with no expectation of
transfer to untrained activities.82 While the direct evidence for
NFT is limited to participants with chronic stroke, the CRTF
considered that there is a sound clinical rationale and indirect
evidence for applying this recommendation to the treatment of
people with severe cognitive impairments after TBI (Practice
Option). There is preliminary evidence suggesting that MST as a
component of training on functional activities may increase the
effectiveness of acute rehabilitation for patients with cognitive
impairment after stroke (Practice Option) (see table 6).

Comprehensive rehabilitation programs

In our initial review we included a discussion of both multimodal
interventions and comprehensive-holistic programs. In the current
review, all of the multimodal interventions were computerized,
which is a noteworthy shift in current treatment trends. Modular
approaches to cognitive remediation are typically aimed at a
single cognitive impairment; patients with multiple impairments
may receive a mix of modular treatments that target several
cognitive impairments.121 Comprehensive-holistic programs
typically target specific cognitive impairments but also provide
individual and group therapies that address self-awareness of the
impact of cognitive deficits, interpersonal and emotional func-
tioning, and psychological coping through an organized and
integrated therapeutic environment.121 The CRTF reviewed 5 class
I,122-126 2 class II,127,128 and 20 class III129-148 studies of
comprehensive rehabilitation through either multimodal or
comprehensive-holistic programs.
www.archives-pmr.org
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In this section we include discussion of 3 class I122-126 and 4 class
III145-148 studies of multimodal computer-based programs for the
remediation of cognitive skills. Some utilized computer-based
retraining packages that are meant to be administered or
directed by a rehabilitation professional.124,126,146 Others utilized
commercially available computer-based brain training programs
that patients could potentially initiate or direct with little, if any,
therapist involvement.145,147,148

Two of the most encouraging and rigorous studies utilized the
RehaCom software package. Lin et al126 conducted a class I study
that demonstrated not only the effectiveness of computerized
cognitive rehabilitation for deficits in memory and executive
functioning, but also the changes in cerebral functional connec-
tivity that may underlie posttraining improvements during the
postacute period of recovery (6-10 months after a first stroke).
Participants were randomized to receive 60 hours of computerized
cognitive retraining with RehaCom or no treatment. Treatment
recipients showed improvements in attention, memory and
increased functional connectivity of the hippocampus with frontal
and parietal cortical areas, while the control group demonstrated
decreased hippocampal-cortical connectivity. Moreover, im-
provements in neuropsychological performance correlated with
increased functional connectivity. This finding is supported by a
class III study146 demonstrating improvements in attention/WM
and new learning and memory after treatment through RehaCom.
An additional class I study124 demonstrated benefits on cognitive
and daily functioning from broadly defined, therapist-directed
computer-based treatments as an adjunct to standard neuro-
rehabilitation for participants with TBI or stroke during postacute
recovery. It is notable that the RehaCom package incorporates
components that have contributed to the efficacy of other reha-
bilitation techniques, including repeated stimulation, intensity of
training, adjusting task difficulty to the patient’s performance,
feedback, therapist involvement, and simulated functional tasks.
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Comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological
programs

The CRTF reviewed 2 class I,122,123 2 class II,127,128 and 16 class
III129-144 studies of comprehensive-holistic rehabilitation. A pilot
RCT investigated Cognitive Symptom Management and Reha-
bilitation Therapy (CogSMART), a didactic approach toward
development of compensatory strategies for management of
postconcussion symptoms (PCS), PM, attention and vigilance,
learning and memory, and problem solving.122 This investigation
was conducted with veterans with chronic PCS an average of 4 to
5 years after primarily mild TBIs. All participants were seeking
employment and received 1 year of supported employment. For
the first 3 months, some participants were randomly assigned to
receive CogSMART for 1 hour per week in addition to the 2
supported employment weekly visits; the control group received
enhanced supported employment of 2 additional visits per week to
control for nonspecific effects. CogSMART was effective in
reducing PCS and improving PM at the end of treatment,122 and
these benefits were maintained at completion of the 12-month
supported employment program.149 Improvement in PCS was
seen primarily in affective symptoms, to less extent in cognitive
symptoms, with no effect on somatic symptoms. Participants in
CogSMART also reported greater subjective quality of life after
supported employment although there were no differences be-
tween conditions on competitive work attainment. Comorbid
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was evident in 74% of vet-
erans in this study. Veterans with greater PTSD and depression
severity reported greater PCS at all assessment points, however
CogSMART-related improvements in PCS did not vary as a result
of psychiatric symptomatology.150 Results from these studies are
consistent with an earlier class I study151 and suggest that psy-
choeducation and strategy training122,133,149,150 may be an
effective adjunct or stand-alone program for reducing PCS after
mild TBI. In addition, the presence of comorbid PTSD or
depressive symptoms should not preclude participation in cogni-
tive rehabilitation interventions in this population.150

Current findings from 1 class II128 and 2 class III138,139 studies
support and extend existing evidence showing that individualized
comprehensive multidisciplinary neurorehabilitation programs
may lead to significantly improved short and long term functional,
cognitive, and psychosocial outcomes in the areas of independent
living, societal participation (including occupational functioning),
and self-reports of emotional well-being and quality of life.
Findings from several class III studies suggest these programs may
also lead to reduced caregiver burden (both in terms of emotional
burden and psychological health)129 and a significant reduction of
societal costs.130 These findings apply to in individuals with both
traumatic and nontraumatic brain injuries, regardless of severity or
time postinjury.139-141 However, findings from several class III
studiessuggests starting rehabilitation earlier postinjury is associ-
ated with greater improvements in mood, cognitive functioning,
quality of life138,142 and better functional outcomes140,141 than
treatment that begins late postinjury.

The class II study by Vestri et al127 compared patients with
acquired brain injury, primarily TBI and stroke, who received
either multidisciplinary individual treatments only or combined
individual and group treatments, Participants in both conditions
improved, with less functional impairment after treatment for
those receiving combined individual and group interventions.
Additional class III evidence91 indicates that structured group
treatment, within an outpatient rehabilitation setting, improves
 C
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self-awareness and the effective use of metacognitive strategies
for people 1 or more years after an acquired brain injury. These
results are consistent with existing evidence that group interven-
tion improves psychological well-being following acquired brain
injury67,117,152 Evidence from several class III studies suggests
that rehabilitation programs incorporating goal-directed treat-
ments with an emphasis on individualized client-centered goal
setting may significantly improve goal attainment131,132,135 and
translate to greater levels of residential independence and occu-
pational functioning.135,136

Recommendations
The current evidence is consistent with our existing recommenda-
tion that postacute, comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological
rehabilitation should be provided to reduce functional, cognitive,
and psychosocial disability after TBI (Practice Standard). Whereas
the previous research focused on individuals with TBI, the present
results support extending the recommendation to individuals with
both traumatic and nontraumatic brain injuries, regardless of
severity or time postinjury.128,138-141 Comprehensive neuropsy-
chological programs should integrate individualized interventions
to address cognitive and interpersonal functioning after acquired
brain injury. Such interventions should be goal directed and
emphasize individualized client-centered goal setting to promote
enhanced residential independence and occupational func-
tioning135,136 (Practice Option) (table 7). Group interventions may
be considered as part of comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological
rehabilitation to address the functional application of specific in-
terventions and improve psychological well-being67,91,117,127,152

(Practice Option). While not a formal recommendation, the CRTF
recognizes that the presence of PCS and comorbid psychiatric
symptomatology should not preclude participation in cognitive
rehabilitation that includes psychoeducational and cognitive strat-
egy training after mild to moderate TBI.122,150

Based on 2 class I124,126 and 1 class III146 study, multimodal,
computer-assisted cognitive retraining with the active involvement
and direction of a rehabilitation therapist is recommended as a
component of neurorehabilitation for the remediation of attention,
memory, and executive function deficits following stroke or TBI.
Computer-assisted cognitive retraining programs should stimulate
the cognitive domains of interest, adapt task difficulty to the pa-
tient’s level of performance, and provide feedback and objective
performance data (Practice Guideline) (see table 7).
Discussion

Together with our prior reviews, the CRTF has now evaluated 491
interventions (109 class I or Ia, 68 class II, 314 class III) that
address the effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation after TBI or
stroke. Based on these cumulative reviews, the CRTF makes 29
recommendations for evidence-based, clinical practice of cogni-
tive rehabilitation (9 Practice Standards, 9 Practice Guidelines, 11
Practice Options). Several trends are apparent in the current re-
view of the literature, which are reflected in the current recom-
mendations. There is a trend toward increased specificity of
interventions within the broad domains of functioning, which is
consistent with efforts to specify the active ingredients of reha-
bilitation treatments.153 For example, several studies examined
treatment of WM7,8 or specific aspects of working WM,15,16

within the broader domain of rehabilitation for attention. Several
new recommendations are made based on specific aspects of
www.archives-pmr.org
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Table 7 Recommendations for comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation

Intervention Level of Recommendation

Comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation is recommended during postacute

rehabilitation to reduce cognitive and functional disability for persons with TBI or stroke, regardless of

severity or time postinjury.

Practice Standard

Multimodal, computer-assisted cognitive retraining with the involvement and direction of a

rehabilitation therapist is recommended as a component of neurorehabilitation for the remediation of

attention, memory, and executive function deficits following stroke or TBI. Computer-assisted

cognitive retraining programs should stimulate the cognitive domains of interest, adjust task difficulty

based on patient’s level of performance, and provide feedback and objective performance data.

Practice Guideline

Integrated treatment of individualized cognitive and interpersonal therapies is recommended to improve

functioning within the context of a comprehensive neuropsychological rehabilitation program, and

facilitate the effectiveness of specific interventions. Such interventions should be goal directed and

emphasize individualized client-centered goal setting to promote enhanced residential independence

and occupational functioning.

Practice Option

Group-based interventions may be considered as part of comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological

rehabilitation to improve functional awareness, strategy use, functional independence and

psychological well-being after TBI or stroke.

Practice Option
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metacognitive strategy training such as prompting for error
recognition90 and providing specific forms of feedback81 as active
components of occupational therapy interventions, and specific
training in facial emotion recognition as an active component of
pragmatic communication treatment.59

There is a trend toward the incorporation of interventions for
emotional regulation within cognitive rehabilitation.59,68,83,116

This is consistent with a central tenet of holistic neuropsycho-
logical rehabilitation117,154 as well as increased recognition of the
interaction of cognitive and emotional regulation as an integral
aspect of cerebral organization.155 While difficulties with
emotional regulation may mediate the effectiveness of cognitive
rehabilitation,116 psychiatric comorbidities may not.63,150,154,156

Computer-based cognitive interventions represent a larger
number of studies in the current review than in prior reviews,
directed at both specific cognitive impairments as well as incor-
porating interventions across multiple cognitive domains.
Computer-based cognitive training can improve traditional reha-
bilitation of cognitive functions by enhancing the consistency and
precision through more immediate feedback, systematized
delivery, and difficulty level adjustments. The continuous, adap-
tive adjustment of task difficulty based on a patient’s performance
is critical for promoting neuroplasticity.157 The use of tasks with
equivalent content that do not include adaptive adjustment of task
difficulty produce less improvement and transfer of cognitive
functioning.158-161 Computer-based cognitive interventions also
have the potential to bridge some common gaps in treatment
access for individuals with brain injury, including restrictions
imposed by disability-related limitations, geographical barriers,
funding restrictions, and time constraints of complex contempo-
rary lifestyle.162,163 Unfortunately, proper scientific examination
and evidence of efficacy has traditionally lagged behind the rapid
expansion of computerized brain training programs with claims to
change brain structure and function.164-166 The CRTF found evi-
dence that computer-based direct-attention training for modular
impairments in WM can improve specific cognitive functions and
generalize to improved subjective complaints.7,18 The use of
direct-attention training for specific modular impairments in WM,
including the use of computer-based interventions, as a component
of postacute rehabilitation of individuals with acquired brain
www.archives-pmr.org
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current Practice Standard continues to emphasize that treatment of
attention deficits should incorporate both direct-attention training
and metacognitive strategy training, to increase task performance
and promote generalization to daily functioning after TBI or
stroke during the postacute stages of recovery. New evidence on
multimodal computerized training of attention, memory, and
executive functions indicates that this type of intervention is
effective (Practice Guideline) for individuals with stroke and TBI
when managed by a rehabilitation clinician and when the program
adheres to the principles of neuroplasticity (direct stimulation of a
cognitive domain, ongoing adaptive adjustment of task difficulty,
and immediate objective feedback on task performance).157

There continues to be evidence to support the use of group-
based interventions across cognitive domains, although the direct
evidence to distinguish the specific effects or comparative effec-
tiveness of group-based and individual interventions remains
limited.127,152 The existing evidence suggests that a combination
of individual and group-based treatment may increase effective-
ness. Group-based interventions appear to provide increased
contextualization and support for social interaction, psychological
adaptation, and maintenance of goals.67,91,144 Our current review
found sufficient evidence for group interventions that target
impairments of memory, language and social-communication
deficits, as well as for increasing awareness,91 goal manage-
ment,70,136 and emotional regulation68 aspects of executive
functions. With respect to memory, like the studies on individual
cognitive rehabilitation, the evidence on group interventions also
suggests that internal memory strategies are more effective in
people with either TBI or stroke who have mild to moderate
impairment of memory.44 Improvement in goal management was
demonstrated not only on performance of a complex functional
task, but also on magnetic resonance imaging following group
treatment incorporating regulation of attention through mindful-
ness training and metacognitive strategies.70,108,109 These new
findings provided the basis for a Practice Option for group treat-
ment for aspects executive function impairment following TBI.
More generally, the CRTF recognizes that group interventions
provide the opportunity for the person to interact with others with
similar deficits,91,144 which may be therapeutic in ways beyond
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just cognitive functioning, as suggested by the research on the
efficacy and effectiveness of holistic comprehensive neuropsy-
chological rehabilitation programs.83,117

Evidence regarding patient characteristics that influence treat-
ment effectiveness remains limited. Compared to prior reviews, the
current review includes a greater percentage of studies assessing
stroke and mixed acquired brain injury populations. As such, there
are several instances in which prior recommendations have now
been extended for utilization for people who sustained a stroke. In
terms of time postinjury, this and previous reviews include studies
spanning the full spectrum of recovery from acute to chronic pop-
ulations, and has found evidence that cognitive rehabilitation can
lead to clinically significant improvements even years after the
initial injury.117,140,141,144 As noted above, cognitive rehabilitation
can be effective for people with physical and psychological
comorbidities in addition to TBI.63,150,154 Finally, this review pro-
vides evidence that various cognitive rehabilitation interventions
can be effectively tailored to individuals across levels of injury
severity and across levels of neurocognitive impairment.55,56,82

The bulk of studies included in this review compare the
effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation interventions to either no
treatment or standard treatment alone. While this helps elucidate
the utility of cognitive rehabilitation and offers treatment recom-
mendations based on observed cognitive impairments, it does not
speak to the specific patient characteristics or modes of treatment
delivery that likely play a role in mediating intervention success.
Further, it does not allow for a comparative assessment of different
cognitive interventions across and within patient impairment
profiles. The CRTF recommends that future research be directed
toward identifying those specific patient characteristics (ie, psy-
chological insight; residual cognitive reserve; psychiatric comor-
bidity) and treatment delivery variables (ie, frequency and
intensity) that might influence one’s response to particular
treatments.
AUTHOLimitations

There are several significant limitations to the current systematic
review. The review covers only the literature published (print or
electronic) through 2014 and identified by December 15, 2015.
This results in a significant gap in the published literature that
may inform our clinical recommendations. This largely reflects
the time and labor required by members of the CRTF, and our
attempts to maintain an acceptable level of rigor and quality to
recommendations. It is our hope that readers of these reviews
will adopt a similar process of clinical and scientific inquiry to
examine the current literature. Second, different methodologies
for conducting systematic reviews have occurred since our initial
publication almost 20 years ago. However, the CRTF has elected
to use our extant procedures in order to maintain the consistency
of methods and recommendations among our reviews. More
specifically, despite our attempts to maintain a level of rigor, we
did not include any formal assessment of risk of bias in our
evaluation of studies for this review. We recognize that the
failure to include formal assessment of study quality in this
systematic review may influence the precision, applicability and
confidence in our results and recommendations.167 It is worth
noting that a prior review addressing methodological study
quality,4 including the formal assessment of risk of bias, sup-
ported the clinical recommendations from our prior system-
atic reviews.1-3
 C
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Conclusions

In our initial review, we concluded that “cognitive rehabilitation
should always be directed toward improving everyday func-
tioning, and should include active attempts to promote general-
ization or directly apply compensatory strategies to functional
contexts.” Evaluation of rehabilitation effectiveness typically oc-
curs at the impairment level, with the expectation that this will
translate into changes in daily functioning. However, this expec-
tation is a limiting factor in evaluation of rehabilitation effec-
tiveness. For example, the Institute of Medicine report on
cognitive rehabilitation therapy for TBI noted that, .there is
evidence from controlled trials that internal memory strategies are
useful for improving recall on decontextualized, standard tests of
memory, [but] there is limited evidence that these benefits trans-
late into meaningful changes in patients’ everyday memory either
for specific tasks/activities or for avoiding memory failures.
Therefore, an increased emphasis on functional patient-centered
outcomes would allow for a more meaningful translation from
cognitive domain to patient functioning.121(p13)

This will require ongoing development of interventions and
outcome measures that address the application of cognitive abilities
to performance of activities in everyday functioning. The use of
subjective patient-reported outcomes should provide a directmeasure
of meaningful changes in patients everyday functioning, including
symptoms, functional status, and health-related quality of life.168

Unfortunately, reliance on subjective outcomes is typically down-
graded from a methodological perspective on the basis of risk of bias
and threats to external validity. This is an issue that extends beyond
cognitive rehabilitation to the nature andmeasurement ofmeaningful
rehabilitation outcomes, and the question ofwhich outcomeswe (and
the patients we serve) value. Outcomes should also be meaningful in
relation to the designated targets of an intervention, presumed
mechanisms of change, and anticipated effects of the intervention.153

For example, research that is intended to demonstrate that a cognitive
intervention promotes neuroplasticity will necessarily assess changes
in functional cerebral connectivity (for example), but should not be
required to demonstrate changes at the participation level as an
indication of a valid treatment effect. In clinical practice, it is the
responsibility of the clinician to make overt the targets of the inter-
vention and to make sure that any evidence-based intervention is
relevant to the person’s everyday functioning. We believe that the
current review and recommendations continue to move the field
forward and will contribute toward the evidence-based practice of
cognitive rehabilitation.
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